from one location to another (in oil/gas exploration), the this SAO index through a prototype implementation.
efficiently answer such queries against a large relation, an users may have differing preferences. onion index was previously proposed to properly organize
In a read-mostly environment, Chang et al. [2] first all the tuples in the relation. However, such an onion index proposed an onion index to speed up the evaluation of does not work in a streaming environment due to fast tuple linear optimization queries against a large database arrival rate and limited memory. In this paper, we propose relation. An onion index organizes all the tuples in the a SAO index to approximately answer arbitrary linear database relation into one or more convex layers, where optimization queries against a data stream. It uses a small each convex layer is a convex hull. For each i >1, the amount of memory to efficiently keep track of the most (i+l)th convex layer is contained within the ith convex "important" tuples in a sliding window of a data stream. layer. For any linear optimization query, to find the top-K The index maintenance cost is small because the great tuples, we need to search no more than all the vertices of majority of the incoming tuples do not cause any changes the first K outer convex layers in the onion index.
to the index and are quickly discarded. At any time, for any However, due to the extremely high cost of computing linear optimization query, we can retrieve from the SAO precise convex hulls, both the creation and the index the approximate top-K tuples in the sliding window maintenance of the onion index are rather expensive. almost instantly. The larger the amount of available Moreover, an onion index requires lots of storage because memory, the better the quality of the answers is. More it keeps track of all the tuples in a relation. In a streaming importantly, for a given amount of memory, the quality of environment, tuples keep arriving rapidly while available the answers can be further improved by dynamically memory is limited. Hence, it is impossible to maintain a allocating a larger portion of the memory to the outer precise onion index for a data stream, let alone using it to layers of the SAO index. We evaluate the effectiveness of provide exact answers to linear optimization queries.
this SAO index through a prototype implementation.
To address these problems, we propose a SAO (Stream Approximate Onion-like structure) index for a data stream.
Introduction
The index provides high-quality, approximate answers to applications, linear models that incorporate personal credit A key challenge in designing a SAO index is: For a history, income level, and employment history are used to given amount of memory, how do we properly allocate it evaluate credit risks for loan approvals [3] . among the layers so that the quality of the answers can be In all the above applications, data continuously stream maximized? To do that, a dynamic, error-minimizing in (say, from satellites and sensors) at a rapid rate. Users storage allocation strategy is used so that a larger portion frequently pose linear optimization queries and want of the available memory tends to be allocated to the outer answers back as soon as possible. Moreover, different layers than to the inner layers. In this way, both storage individuals may pose queries that have divergent weights and maintenance overheads of the SAG index are greatly and K's. This is because the "optimal" weights may vary reduced. More importantly, the errors introduced into the approximate answers are also minimized. cannot keep more than MIL tuples. However, this simple, It dynamically allocates proper amount of storage to uniform method is far from being optimal. In order to individual layers so that a larger portion of the available provide high-quality answers to linear optimization queries, memory tends to be allocated to the outer layers. As such, the SAO index should allocate more tuples to the outer the quality of the answers can be maximized without ACLs than to the inner ACLs, as outer ACLs contain the increasing the storage requirement. In case of overflow, largest tuples. the SAO index keeps the most "important" tuples and throws away the less "important" ones. Moreover, to Static, Error-Minimizing StorageAllocation minimize the computation overhead, the creation and Now we describe a static, error-minimizing storage maintenance algorithms of the SAG index are optimized.
allocation strategy when resource is limited. We deternine the optimal numbers of tuples the SAO index should 3.1 Index Organization allocate to the L ACLs. By resource being limited, we The SAO index is based on a key observation: An onion mean that each ACL needs more tuples than can be index typically contains a large number of convex layers, actually allocated to it. For each i (1 < i < L), let Ni denote but most inner layers are not needed for answering the the optimal number of tuples that should be allocated to Li. majority of linear optimization queries. The SAO index Then L NiM (1) keeps only the first L outer convex layers, where L is Consider a top-L linear optimization query. For each i specified by the user creating the index. where ui is the weight of ei. Intuitively, the higher the rank
The SAO index maintains the following properties. Each of a tuple t, the more important t's relative error. Hence, ui ACL is the convex hull of all the tuples on that layer. For should be a non-increasing function of i. We would like to each i (1 < i <L-1), Li,, is contained within Li. Also, the minimize the mean of e for all top-L linear optimization total number of tuples on all L ACLs is no more than M. queries, which is how Ni's are derived. Our idea is to All the tuples in the SAO index are kept as a sorted, represent the mean of e as a function of Ni's and find its doubly-linked list Ldl. The sorting criterion is a tuple's minimal value under condition (1). According to our remaining lifetime. The first tuple in Ldl is going to expire derivation whose details are in [5] , we can show that the soonest. In this way, we can quickly check whether N.oc C where C=yL .2 (4) any tuple in the SAO index expires, which is needed at i=J
Step 2 of Section 3. literature, it is known that given a point p, the complexity never be larger than M+1.) This is an overflow case, as of checking whether p is inside a convex polytope P the storage budget M is exceeded by one. We need to pick increases with the number of vertices of P. Therefore, we a candidate ACL and delete one tuple from it.
have the following property:
Choosing a Candidate Approximate Convex Layer Property 3: For a tuple t, it is typically faster to check We first discuss how to choose the candidate ACL. For whether t is inside an inner ACL than to check whether t is each i (. < i < ), let ri =Mi / Ni . We pick j such that inside an outer ACL.
max{r; r > 1 1 < L}. This j must exist. Otherwise
Upon the arrival of a new tuple t, Properties 2 and 3 are used to reduce the SAO index maintenance overhead. We
Vi (1< i < L r < 1. This leads to EL M. < LI1Ni =M proceed in three steps.
which conflicts with the condition that YLM= M +1 * Li 
